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EDITORIAL
“Regarding a recent study managed by Transparency International, public corruption
continues to have a devastating impact on societies and individuals around the world.
The leading global indicator of public sector corruption, the Index, scores countries on
a scale from 0 (perceived to be highly corrupt) to 100 (perceived to be very clean). The
results of the 2013 Index show that two-thirds of countries surveyed scored less than
50 out of 100. This study ranks 177 countries and territories around the world on their
perceived levels of public sector corruption.

François Salva, Director,
International Business Development
department, Neopost

According to the Political Risk Rating Group (PRS), one of the sources used in the
Transparency International 2013 report, the most common form of corruption met
directly by business is financial corruption. This occurs in the form of demands for
special payments and bribes connected with import and export licenses, exchange
controls, tax assessments, police protection, or loans. Such corruption can make it
difficult to conduct business effectively.
The real challenge for Neopost is to find ways of supporting Governments to be more
open and transparent. Taking notice of corruption and recognizing linked issues are
only first steps towards a solution. Governments are doing a lot to tackle corruption
through robust anti-corruption programmes.
Regarding Stamp Duty programmes - aiming to protect revenue coming from fiscal
stamps - our company, one of the worldwide key players in the mailroom equipment
market, has developed a solution for securing tax incomes: Neopost Tax System. For
the purposes of this paper we define “Stamp Duty revenue protection” as activities
that directly help organizations to collect all fiscal revenues owed and to curb leakage
from official documents.
To protect, secure and modernize tax revenue flow from fiscal stamps, our expertise
in Tax Systems is based on the analysis of initiatives and leading projects we have
undertaken for different worldwide tax applications cases.
I believe that all the cases that are explained in this White Paper illustrate the innovative
nature of the tax system implemented in our partners’ countries. They have enhanced
or complemented other actions implemented by Governments to collect and secure
revenues from fiscal imprints.”
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REVENUE
PROTECTION
Global revenue protection issues know
no limits, affect Public Administration
and Institutions, and give a negative
impact on societal responsabilities
that Governments are commited to.
Even if the level of leakage/loss is
difficult to measure the identification
of this issue can be managed by
implementing a new Information
System.

COUNTERFEIT STAMPS - A GLOBAL POSTAL
SECTOR ISSUE
Political parties, along with public administrations, business sectors and anticorruption agencies are the weakest links in the anti-corruption systems across
Europe, according a study carried out by International Transparency. This weak
performance of public administrations and businesses is a major cause for
concern and is therefore a key sector where reform is needed.
In today’s global postal sector, combating fiscal imprints and stamps counterfeit
stamps is still a day-to-day battle.
For instance regarding taxes on tobacco and alcohol products, the U.S.
Department of Justice in charged of investigating the diversion of alcohol and
tobacco products from the legal distribution system to evade payment of federal
and state excise taxes, estimates that state governments lose $5 billion a year
due to cigarette smuggling.
As taxes on tobacco products steadily increase in most states, counterfeit tax
stamps have become more and more common. Many states are still using
50-year-old, heat-applied, wax-based cigarette tax stamps which are limited in
security and do not readily support digital signatures.
According to Astrid Mitchell, conference director and co-editor of Tax Stamp
News™, 81 countries now use tax stamps for tobacco or alcohol or both, and
some 150 billion tax stamps were used in 2011 (of which just over 127 billion
were for tobacco products). This figure is set to rise to 170 billion by 2015 based
on the current number of programmes (with a potential for 350 billion by then,
were all countries to adopt tax stamps).
But, as she explained, “it’s not just a matter of numbers; the nature of tax stamps
as a key component of effective programmes to collect tax revenues is changing,
as is the landscape in which the tax stamps are specified and deployed, with an
increasing focus on the use of technological advances, legislation, enforcement
and collaboration between different tax juridictions”.
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FISCAL IMPRINTS & STAMP FRAUD: STILL
A DAY-TO-DAY FIGHT FOR GOVERNMENTAL
AUTHORITIES
Historically, Stamp Duty included the majority of legal documents such
as cheques, receipts, military commissions, marriage licences and land
transactions. A physical / revenue stamp has to be stock on the document to
indicate that Stamp Duty has been paid before the document is legally viable.
Despite this measure, number of fraud cases were revealed and still are a
fact. It is estimated that the leakage of tax revenue on tobacoo products
across the South African Development Community is around €520 million a
year (€492 million in South Africa alone). In May 2013 in Casablanca, Morocco,
batches of counterfeited receipt stamp were discovered. For 8 months, about
40,000 fiscal stamps were sold. They were designed in order to fake receipt
stamps and passports. Counterfeit cases are not uncommon, that is why
they represent substancial issues in administration sectors as tax imprints
– also named “revenue stamp” - represent an important part of the revenue
collection, representing monetary value.

HIGH VALUE ON
FISCAL STAMPS
The high value of fiscal stamps
involves security devices to prevent
counterfeiting. Public administrations
such as Ministry of Finances, Tobacco
and alcohol industries or private sectors
such as pharmaceutics admistrations,
must operate more efficiently and
innovate more agressively than ever
before. This means better optimizing
their processes inside and outside
the organization in order to make their
revenue protection secure. To combat
the illicit trade, public administrations
have to verify that taxes have been
paid on products or/and services.

For the purpose of this paper we define “Stamp Duty revenue protection”
as activities that directly help organizations to collect all the fiscal revenue
owed and to curb leakage from official documents. These tax imprints are
subject to Stamp Duty which allow a taxpayer to pay off the tax on a product
but they face counterfeit actions (illegal imprints issues, photocopied/fake
imprints) or errors incurred in the invoicing / billing process or processing
payments. The issue for state organizations is to measure these risks and
put in place cost-effective reduction.
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HOW TAX STAMPS WORK?
A tax stamp is more than a small strip of paper sold by a revenue authority
to a tax payer to stick on products or documents to show that excise tax has
been paid on them.
A tax stamp must conform to a number of strict parameters that render it
more complex to be counterfeited. Various products, including medicines,
alcoholic beverages, and tobacco, are taxed by countries using tax stamps.
From the large quantity, high quality, and variety of fake stamps, it appears
that multiple organized crime organizations are involved in distributing fake
stamps and earn significant amounts of money by selling the “stamps” they
make.
Because of this counterfeit activity which can be easily noticed in various
countries, the demands made on tax stamps have become much more
complex than a strip of paper.

DIGITAL POSTAGE MARKS (DPM), A REVOLUTION FOR FISCAL
IMPRINT
The Universal Postal Union (UPU) describes in an official document released
in 2000 the Digital postage marks, or DPMs, such as postmarks containing
information that can be read and processed by mailers, postal handling
organisations and the mail recipients, with three distinct features:
•
•
•

the information content is expressed in the form of a message, containing
internationally standardised data constructions;
the message is represented on the postal item in the form of one or more
machine readable symbols;
the read rate and accuracy of data capture from the symbols is improved
by the inclusion of error detection and correction data.

WHY USE TAX
STAMPS?
Tax stamps are stamps used by
governments to collect taxes and fees.
Like so many products, these tax stamps
are often subject to counterfeit activities
as they have monetary value, that is
why items on which a stamp is applied
(products, documents...) are mainly
targeted for counterfeiters.
If they are used to collect taxes and fees
Tax stamps can be also used to prevent
counterfeit products from entering the
market.
Many of the technologies used in
documents and other brand security
products can be incorporated into tax
stamps, such as a 2D barcode.
Taking advantage of digital printing
technology, 2D barcode makes each tax
stamp unique and secure. It can include
service information and also tax data
which is verified when scanned.

The DPM has changed the application, security and design of tax stamps. With
digital and track and trace sytems, tax stamps can be printed with an inkjet
cartridge using a special and dedicated postage ink. But the strength of this
new model of tax stamp is the DPM application - also named 2D barcode on the stamp. Combined with visually identifiable characters and symbols,
the 2D barcode contains such information as amount of tax postage, country
code, machine number, imprint date, ...
International Business Development, Export department
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NEOPOST TAX
SOLUTION
WORLDWIDE
In 1924, Neopost installed its first
franking machine in France for postal
application. The first connected one was
launched in 1987.

DIFFERENT USAGE APPLICATIONS OF TAX
STAMPS
EACH TAX SYSTEM HAS ITS OWN AND UNIQUE STAMP
Often assimilated to real estate tax, Stamp Duty is also used on various
types of applications such as passports, notarized documents, driving
licences, university official documents, airport documents.
All these applications require revenue security, control and protection.
Technology that helps revenue protection has been rapidly changing
over the past 10 to 15 years. Secure remote-setting digital meters have
in many countries replaced older electromechanical franking machines.
Neopost Tax system is a solution to increase security and revenue
protection. The cost is reduced: no more manual registering. This antifraud system enables organizations to transfer information to a central
server. Detailed information is available for tax authorities such as tax
revenue per category, product name, number of items per product
and the amount printed per product... Thus, product data is captured
according to individual usage and uploaded at each connection (date
controlled).

NOTARIZED DOCUMENTS
One of the earliest uses for revenue stamps was to pay Court Fees. Fiscal
stamps were used in the Indian feudal states as early as 1797, almost 50
years before the first postal stamp, the Penny Black, appeared in 1840.
A year after, the first tax System was
developped and implemented. Franking
meter technology was deployed in
more than 35 countries and tax meter
technology for more than 20 years in
several countries: Panama, Argentina,
Ireland, Mali, Senegal, Gabon, Niger,
Cameroon, Lebanon, Jordan, Central
Africa, Indonesia, Vietnam...

For notarized documents, taxes have to be collected by a notary who
then transfers court fees to the Government. These taxes are amounts
that the notary is required to collect and remit to the legal Governmental
Authority on behalf of its client. They vary according to the legal act and
real estate contract. To authenticat a notorized document, a stamp is
affixed onto the document to prove that the amount has been paid by
the client to his notary. This imprint is a guarantee. That is why it has to
be secure.
As a major case study, in 2009 in Ireland, 42 court service offices and
192 Solicitor Offices operated Imprinting Machines for registering legal
documents for submission to the High Court / Circuit Court & District
Court.
The fees charged per each legal document registered with the courts
varied depending on the type of document being registered.
Neopost has been informed that approximately €46 Million was collected
in fees each year – with approx € 23Million being applied through the
42 Court Service offices and €23 Million being applied through the 192
Solicitor offices.
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The administration had to work in
Court Service offices with regards
to receiving documents, imprinting
documents and collecting fees due.
They also had to work in dealing with
Solicitor firms that operated imprinting
machines – monthly return sheets &
collecting fees due. The issue was that
no management reports were available
to give details of fees received by the
service provided.
This waste of time was then due to job
time allocated to administration work.
At least 4 staff were employed in the
Main court office in order to provide
this function, allocating approximately
50% of their time, which was a
significant cost for the Court Service.
As they used mechanical machines to
affix stamps on documents a lack of
security was noted as no management
reports were available to give details of
fees received by the service provided.
Moreover, these mechanical machines
were over 10 years old which implied
high service cost.
An alternative solution had to be
implemented to provide detailed
Activity Report to the Court Service.
The Tax System proposed, developed
and implemented by Neopost was a
global solution gathering a re-crediting
24/7 system and CS-200 machines to
reduce the number of time-consuming
jobs and provide reports.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

THE NEOPOST CS-200: A FACILITATOR FOR IRISH COURT SERVICES
April 10, 2014, Dublin, Ireland
Neopost met Aylish Morriessey from Pearts Solicitor, the biggest Irish Court agency,
to discuss on their Legal Fee Franking System experience.
First of all, could you explain us the fee franking machine environment?
AM: The Irish fiscal system is governed by the Irish Courts Service. It has jurisdiction
to ensure compliance with the Constitution of Ireland and it is located in the Four
Courts, Ireland’s main courts building, located in Dublin.
Like Pearts Solicitors, many law agents and solicitors alike, had to go to the Courts
to process legal documents. To optimize and reduce the time this was taking,, the
Republic of Ireland worked on project to reform and modernize its fiscal revenue
collection process through a system that would provide ease of use, revenue protection and security
Why the need for reform?
AM: Managing the franking of legal documentation
was time consuming. So we got equipped with
Pitney Bowes mechanical fee franking machines
which were used to collect taxes coming from fiscal
imprints applied on official documents.
By authorizing this solution, the Irish Courts Service made this process easier and
saved some time. As the biggest Court Agency in Ireland, Pearts Sollicitor collected
about 50 documents daily. Then, in 2012, the Irish Courts Service launched a new
tender to replace these mechanical fee franking machines in order to provide more
sophisticated, secured and 24/7 solution. This tender was won by the Neopost
Ireland at the beginning of 2013
Do you think this solution suit agencies needs in their day-to-day operations?
AM: Yes. With the Neopost digital fee franking
machine we do not have to go to the court office
to recredit our machine: it takes about a minute
to recredit. This system allows us to pay fees on
a direct debit basis and only download the funds
we require and we can access it 24/7 thanks to a
LAN connection which make it quick and easy to
download credit.
As mentioned before, we had to use mechanical
machines which implied manual reset without any
software associated to generate clear, protected and
secured report. Today, if the customer service has
also been improved and made our day-to-day job
more effective, these machines have allowed us to
manage around 100 documents per day.
We are really taking benefits from this system as it allows us to save time, enhance
our administrative work and optimize our report management and tracking.
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PASSPORTS

EXAM DOCUMENTS

A physical / revenue stamp has to be affixed to the
document to indicate that Stamp Duty has been paid
before the document is legally effective. This process
named Stamp Duty includs the majority of legal documents
such as cheques, receipts, land transactions and so on. To
get a passport, one of the part of the process is to affix a
fiscal stamp in order to prove that the associated duty has
been paid. This duty is different in various countries. For
instance, in France, for a biometric passport, the amount
of the stamp varies depending on age; for an adult, the
stamp price is € 86, for a child it varies from € 17 to €
45. It allows the state organization in charge of passport
creation not to directly handle money. The revenue stamp
can be purchased at the Center of Public Finance or in a
tobacco store.

For numerous universities, a revenue stamp is mandatory
to register as a student or to register an exam. For instance,
the University of Padova in Italy has its own fiscal stamp on
administrative documents to register.
The Italian marca da bollo (revenue stamp) is a holographic
barcode adhesive label, very similar to postage stamps,
used by the Government to collect a tax on public documents
from the University of Padova. As from 26th June 2013, the
general revenue stamp in use at this university has a value
of € 16.
In other countries, such as Japan, Guyana, Cameroun and
so on, a postage stamp is also mandatory when applying to
study at the university.
In Cameroon, the University of Bamenda’s register form is
a good example. As mentioned in the document, a fiscal
stamp has to be applied to pay off public taxes.

In 1999, the Cameroonian Financial Ministry registered
a loss of income equivalent to millions euros because
of counterfeit. This figure was due to an unexistant
traceability of operations making the tax collection
difficult to do. Physical imprints could be easily bypassed
by illegal stamps, photocopied stamps or by errors in the
invoicing/billing process or processing of payments. Thus,
reliable statistics on revene was hard to get.
In 2005, Neopost and its local partner entered discussions
with the government to provide a tax system solution
through a franking machine allowing the fiscal stamp
application in order to secure and collect revenues. A
dedicated server infrastructure was developed and
set up to link machines from organizations to central
government.
Thanks to the tax system implementation 10 years ago,
todays income are multiplied by 12 thanks to encrypted
and secure imprint developed for the solution. Traceability
of operator’s work was possible together with revenue
protection.
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AIRPORT TAXES AND VISAS
Airport tax is added to the price of a flight, collected by the
airline and then paid to the government. The duty is payable
for each person travelling on any flight. Like notarized
documents, passports, exam, airport and VISA documents
have to be certified by a Governmental Authority.
From 1978 to 2006 the Indonesian Tax office used
mechanical machines. In 2005 the Indonesia tax office
voiced their concern about security tax income from duty
imprint as it had issues to control and monitor issues
from duty imprint. They wanted to make the old process of
mechanical tax meters more efficient and secure.
The use of digital tax systems allowed Tax Offices to optimize
communication with users as they can safely deposit
funds without going to the Tax Office. Several benefits are
significant:
• Enable the users to safely deposit without going to the Tax
Office
• System will automacaly manage to deposit proces
• Make sure there is no human interaction between user
and tax office staff for deposit (reduce human collusion)
• Get monthly reports to make sure there is no fraud or
leakage.
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Press Release

Fiscal Stamps mutated in Cameroon
Sources: Quotidien Mutations/mercredi july 19, 2006
“With these machines, it is impossible to falsify stamps, to steal them or divert money. Every morning, catchers
make the statement of accounts before starting selling the stamps. It is safer, in fact.” says Lucie Ndjié, cashier at
the General Treasury in Yaounde.»

VAT TRACEABILITY
Tax evasion remains a major challenge in most countries.
The European Union is not an exception: regarding a recent
study made by the European Commission in September
2013, the loss of VAT revenue is increasing in many countries
to a total of €193 billion. Romania, Greece and Latvia are the
most affected by this phenomenon.
In France, about €32 billion of VAT revenue per year is not
collected by the Ministry of Finances. But France is not an
exception: in Germany it is €27 billion, in Italy, €36 billion.
The VAT shortfall is partly due to fraud but also the financial
crisis has had impact on some companies that have gone
bankrupt and are no longer able to pay VAT.
To fight against this huge VAT loss, Public Finances in France
works on different projects involving Information Systems
to collect, control and protect the revenue coming from this
tax.
In 2013, the Slovakian government set up an innovative
measure to reinforce VAT collection from traders: a lotery.
Rules are easy: the combination of the three following items
indicated on the receipt can make a customer win a car and
a €10,000 cheque: the date, the company’s fiscal number
and the amount. This initiative has been implemented to
fight VAT fraud by encouraging a customer to ask for his
receipt, as no receipt produced is often synonymous with
the absence of a VAT statement.

Invented in 1954, the Value Added Tax is still unpopular in some
countries even if it is profitable. But in 2013, VAT has effectively
enabled the French Treasury to recover € 185 million.

Reasons are numerous: counterfeiting related to the
collection itself (illegal issues, falsified imprints), errors
made during the billing process and other issues related to
billing.
Neopost has developed a new device to secure and protect
VAT income thanks to its solution which is used as an
information system to ensure, track and trace tax coming
from a panel of products and services.

The European Union is fighting this shorfall by designing
different solutions, other countries are also working on it.
In 2005, the Ivory Coast Government established a general
obligation of standardized invoices for all taxpayers. In 2009,
€672 million were collected from VAT against €774 million in
2010 and €612.8 million in 2011. In spite of fraud declining,
the government argues that these figures could be raised
from €150 to €304 million.
International Business Development, Export department
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FOR EACH
STAKE...
To protect, secure and modernize
tax revenues flow coming from fiscal
stamps, our expertise in Tax Systems
is based on the analysis of initiatives
and leading projects we got on different
worldwide tax applications cases.

NEOPOST TAX SYSTEM: A COMPLETE
SOLUTION
Tax stamps have evolved, from paper-based labels without any security to
sophisticated security devices with unique codes, which have become the
key components of integrated systems for track and trace, monitoring and
auditing.
The digital solution provided by Neopost can be qualified as an information
system composed with a secured infrastructure, a hardware part connected
to a server generating unique and secure imprints and a dedicated secured
online application.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Fiscal documents need to be traceable, linked equipment have to be
connected to improve, capture and secure data.
Neopost infrastructure enable Public Administrations such Governmental
Authoritie to get a secure and loyal information system. A Virtual Private
Network (VPN) is constructed by using public wires - usually the Internet
- to connect to a private network - i.e. Ministry one. The use of dedicated
connections, virtual tunneling protocols, or traffic encryption make this
infrastructure secured and 24/7 accessible.

... HUGE
BENEFITS
Cost reduction: end of manual
registering
Anti-fraud system: information
transferred to central server or
stored in tax system
Detailed information available
for Tax authorities
- Per Tax (Revenue) category
like Product name (e.g. Visa Tax,
Land Sale, Car Registration …)
- Number of Items per product
- Amount franked per product
- ...
Product data captured
according to individual usage
Data uploaded at each
connection (date controlled)
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A SMART AND EASY-TO-USE HARDWARE: CS-200
CS-200 is a small and compact System. It offers to Public Administrations and
their customers sophisticated features in a compact package. This machine
also comes with an easy-to-install, high speed LAN connection for quick and
easy software downloads.
For a lot of applications, the CS-200 is used by Public Administration and/or
their customers to collect Duty Stamp by applying secure imprint.

UNIQUE AND SECURED IMPRINT
To protect, secure and modernize tax revenues flow coming from fiscal stamps,
the IT infrastructure is mandatory. But it is not only this. The fiscal imprint,
such as a postal stamp, has to respect some criterion to avoid counterfeit.
That is why the Universal Postal Union has made its recommandations for the
stamp design. For fiscal imprint, Neopost uses almost the same frame with
a 2D barcode to ensure revenue protection but also track, trace and upload
data to the server.

A SECURE WEB PORTAL TO TRACK AND TRACE REVENUES
To make the Tax System Solution complete, Neopost has developed a web
portal allowing responsible Authorities to get a dedicated and secured access
on their revenues’ collection.
This easy-to-use and friendly Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) allows
Governmental authorities to access different data enabling convenient
statistics treatment.
This platform is one of the solution’s key; users’ mobility is enhanced by the
possibility to access the plateform on a tablet and/or a smartphone.

CONCLUSION
One of the main challenge for Governments is to find ways of beeing more
open and transparent. As mentioned in the work, they are doing a lot to tackle
corruption through robust anti-corruption programmes.
To protect, secure and modernize tax revenue flow from fiscal stamp, all the
cases we went through this white paper illustrate the innovative nature of the
tax system implemented in our partners’ countries. And if companies and/
or public administrations are able to put a proper process into place to deal
with fiscal revenue protection, they will then be able to participate to public
interests.
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ABOUT NEOPOST
Neopost is a global player with a local presence in business solutions for
the postal, parcel delivery and related digital world of tomorrow. We have an
intimate understanding of physical and electronic communications and work
in collaboration with over 800,000 enterprises around the world. Our business
has evolved to meet the growing demands of a technology-driven environment.
This means we can help our customers successfully make the transition from
physical mail to quality multichannel communications management.
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